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To all whom it may concern:
capable of vibrating a short distance later
Beit known that I, JoSEPH. F. SARGENT, of | ally
about the axis of the shaft Bor the sleeve

Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State of F. The said swing-piece is maintained in
Massachusetts, have invented certain newand vertical
position by means of a face-plate N
useful Improvements in Machines for Pegging and a flange
O, formed on the outerend of the
Boots or Shoes; and I do hereby declare the quill. The lower
end b of this swing-bar or
Same to be fully described in the following that part which operates
on the Sole is Ser
Specification, and represented in the accom rated for the purpose of maintaining
a. firm
panying drawings, of which–
hold
when
brought
in
contact
with
such
Figure I denotes a front elevation; Figs. 2 | Holes c d are made vertically throughsole.
and 3, Side elevations; Fig. 4, a longitudinal throat-piece b at the distance apart whichtheit
Central and vertical section, and Fig. 5 an is desirable to have the pegs driven. One of
under Side view, of my improved machine. these holesortubes–viz., C–servestosupport
Fig. 6 is a horizontal section of the peg-box and
the awl I while passing downward
and the peg-Wood feeding and pointing mech into guide
and
upward
out of the sole, while the
anism, While Figs. 7 and 8 are, respectively, other–Viz., d–is slotted
on one side,
elevations of the serrated retainer and the in Order to allow the pegsthrough
to
be
fed
into the
notched throat or block through which the tube in which the peg-driver is supported
in
aWland peg-driver work. Fig. 9 is a vertical its movements. The saidswing-piece orpend
and transverse section taken
through the ulum (shown in vertical section in Fig. 9) is
SW1ng-p1ece.
“
So constructed and applied as to be capable
In thedrawings, A representstheframe for of
having only a lateral vibrating motion of
Supporting the operative mechanism.
a.
definite
such distance being that
B is the driving-shaft which carries near which it isdistance,
desired
to have the pegs apart
One of its ends a fast pulley C and a loose when driven into the
sole of a shoe. The
pulley D. The said shaft B has one of its mechanism for giving the pendulum Such
journals a Supported in a box or bearing E, movement are the face-cam P, the rocker-le
While its other journal a' is supported by a. ver Q, the pitman R, and a slide-block . The
“quillº or sleeve F, which is sustained bya face-cam Pisarranged upon the driving-shaft
bOX or bearing G.
B, and a side view of it is given in Fig. 10.
Hdenotes the Swing-piece or pendulum The
Q has its journals arranged
which. carries the awl Iand peg-driver K. The and rocker-lever
supported in bearings d' d', projected

Said aWland driver are secured in a block or from the main frame, as seen in Fig. 3. The

carrier L, which slides vertically in a dove
tailed groove formed in the face of the swing
piece, as Seen in Fig, 1. This carrier is made
to move up and down in the groove in the
- Swing-piece by means of a face-cam M, (shown
in Side view in Fig. 13) which is so formed
and connected to the carrier as to impart a.
constantly-accelerating motion to it during
that part of the rotation of the cam which is
employed to force the awl and peg into the
Work, (or such a motion is communicated as
. is given by a Workman when driving a peg

- with a hammer.) By means of such cam a
positive Upward and downward movement is
imparted to the carrier and of course to the
awl and peg-driver, the range of motion in
each direction being exact and positive at
whatever velocitythe machine may bedriven.
The pendulum or swing-piece H is sup
ported by the sleeve F, before mentioned, and
is so connected or pivoted therewith as to be

said rocker-lever has three arms e e“ e° eX

tending from itat right angles to its axis.
The upper arm–viz., e–carries a stud Or fric
tion-wheel to operate with the said cam P,
while the arm e“ has a projection f extended
from it, to which one end of a pitman R is
fastened, the other end being connected to
the rear part of the swing-piece H. The arm
e° has a hollow projection or sleeve g extend
ing from it, through which a stud h passes,
and carries on its outer end a sliding block ,
whichis connected to the swing-piece, as Seen
in Fig. 1. This sliding block is capable of
having a slight vertical movement imparted
to it to compensate for the difference between
the radius of the arm e° and the radius of the
Swing-piece.
S denotes what Iterm the “retainer,’ (atop
view of which is given in Fig. 11.) The ob
ject of this device isto retainorhold the shoe
stationary while the swing-piece is vibrated
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so
as to carry the awl backward the proper rollers also carries a ratchet p, which oper
distance to make the mext hole. When this ates with a pawl O°,pivoted on a fixed pin s“,
point is reached, the retainer begins to rise which is secured to the frame A, as shown in
and allows the Sole to come in contact with Fig. 5. By the return-vibration of the Swing
the Serrated face of the throat of the swing piece after feeding the sole alongto the point
a new. hole in the sole the ratchet
piece. The awl is then forced into the sole, to make
be moved againstthepawl and becaused
and the shoe is moved forward by the awl will
to revolve the distance of one tooth, which
and Serrated end of throat b until the last will
of course impartsuchmovementthrough
hole made is brought directly under the line the pinions
and rollers to the peg-Wood.
in which the peg-driver is next to descend. Yºisa slide-plate,
This retainer is an angular-shaped bar, g be of the peg-box. Thiswhichconstitutesthetop
plate is made adjust
ing the horizontal part, and gº the vertical
vertically to conform to the length of
portion. Thesaiduprightportionis disposed able
pegs required, and serves to aid in guiding
- and slides freely in a socket or chamber h', the
of peg-wood in a horizontal line.
attached to or forming a part of the frame of The strip
Said
plate
has a slot q made through it,
machine. The lower part of the retainer is
bifurcated or formed with a slot to receive

| the lower part of the throat oftheswing-piece
* and allow it to vibrate. The said retainer
haS Only a short vertical movement of about
One-eighth of aninch, such as will allow it to
fall and hold the shoe stationary and out of
contact with the throat b while the awl is
moving backward to space a new hole. This
retainer is actuated by means of a two-armed
lever T, which is arranged as shown in Fig.
3, and ispivoted or connected to the frame
* A by a fulcrum or pin mº, the lower arm Kof
: Said lever being jointed or pivoted to the up
right arm g“ of the retainer, while its upper
arm Kºcarries afriction studor wheell, which
operates with a cylindricalcam O°, shaped so
as to give the retainer the proper movement,
the same being as shown in Figs. 1 and 2:
The shaft B being put in rotation, the proper
vertical movements are imparted to the re
tainer through the said mechanism at the ex
act intervals of time.
; Uis thefriction guide-wheel, against which
the edge of the Sole is placed, in orderto give
the line of pegging its proper distance from
Such edge. The Said wheelis disposed on the
. end of an adjustablesliding bar V, which by
means of an eccentric thumb-pin can be
moved Soasto bring the lineofpegging nearer
to or farther from the edge, as circumstances
may require.

*

. The next part of my invention to be de
Scribed is the peg-wood carrier orpeg-box W,
, the same being Connected with or forming
part of the pendulum or swing-piece. Lon
gitudinally through the Said carrier W a.
grooved Wayn is made, the extremefront end

of such way terminating with the groove dº,
formed for the peg-driver, so that the pegs in
Succession when moved forward shall stand
directly under such driver. The peg-woodis
Supplied to the machine by the action oftwo
roughened feed-rollers XX, arranged on each
side of the way n, so that the peg-wood passes
directly between such rollers. These rollers
. . have an intermittent partial rotation given to
them, by which the Strip of peg-wood is fed
forward at regular intervals the breadth of a
Single peg at a time. Each of the said rollers
carries a pinion OO on its lower end, which
gear into each other, while one of the said

in which a thumb-screw rworks and serves
to confine it to a plate or block sº, as Seen in
Fig. 2.
If desirable, the coil or ribbon of peg-wood
to be used in the machine may be chamfered
on each of itslower edges. Forthis purpose
two knives Aº A? are arranged just in front
of each feed-roller. These knives may each
have a pitman connected with it and be op
erated like the pointing-knives now to bede
scribed, or the knives may bestationary, haV
ing their cutting- edges so formed and ar
ranged as to bevel each side of the strip of
peg-wood as it is fedforward; but as it is not
necessary to use the beveling-knives when
the pointing devices are used, I have Only
shown the position of the knives without the
operating mechanism.
. Bº Bºdenote two vertical blocks, which are
arranged in front of the feed-rollers and on
each side of the peg-wood passage n. Each
of the Said blocks has cut in it an inclined

way or groove u°, in which the tools or point
erst tº slide. Each of the said tools has its
lower endbeveled, and is of a prismatic shape
in cross-section, as shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 12
denotes a. side and edge view of one of the
said tools. These tools are made to Work On

oppositesides of the coil or strip of peg-wood,
one being arranged the distance of One or

more pegs in advance of the other, in Order
to avoid the contact of the two edges of the
tools when brought down ward, for as each
cuts entirely across the peg, were they dis
posed opposite to each other and both oper
ate at the same timeone would strike against
the other; but it will be obvious that both

may be made to operate opposite to each
other byallowingeachtooperate alternately;

but I consider the former way the more sim
ple one. Fig. 14 is a perspective view of a
peg as formed andpointed by my mechanism.
The cuttersor pointerstreceive their move
ments by means of pitmen u* uº, the rocker
lever Cº, the pitman v, and a crank w. The
pitmen wº wºhave their lowerends pivoted to
studsprojecting from the pointers, whiletheir
other ends are jointed to an army, extending.
from the rocker-shaft Cº, as seen in Fig. 2.
The said lever or shaft ispivoted to theframe
A by a pin 2. The rearend of the Said lever

